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### Schedule Details

**Session 1**
- **Building Alternative Livelihoods**
- **Alternative economics**
- **Future Infrastructures I**
- **Future Infrastructures II**
- **Sociological and urban studies: new tools for degrowth research**

**Room 1**
- **Session 1**
- **Politics of urban studies: new tools for degrowth research**
- **Future Infrastructures I**
- **Future Infrastructures II**
- **Sociological and urban studies: new tools for degrowth research**

**Room 2**
- **Session 1**
- **Politics of urban studies: new tools for degrowth research**
- **Future Infrastructures I**
- **Future Infrastructures II**
- **Sociological and urban studies: new tools for degrowth research**
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- **Session 1**
- **Politics of urban studies: new tools for degrowth research**
- **Future Infrastructures I**
- **Future Infrastructures II**
- **Sociological and urban studies: new tools for degrowth research**
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- **Session 1**
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- **Sociological and urban studies: new tools for degrowth research**
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- **Session 1**
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- **Sociological and urban studies: new tools for degrowth research**
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- **Session 1**
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- **Sociological and urban studies: new tools for degrowth research**
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- **Session 1**
- **Politics of urban studies: new tools for degrowth research**
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- **Future Infrastructures II**
- **Sociological and urban studies: new tools for degrowth research**
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- **Session 1**
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- **Session 1**
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- **Session 1**
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- **Session 1**
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- **Sociological and urban studies: new tools for degrowth research**
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- **Session 1**
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- **Sociological and urban studies: new tools for degrowth research**

**Room 13**
- **Session 1**
- **Politics of urban studies: new tools for degrowth research**
- **Future Infrastructures I**
- **Future Infrastructures II**
- **Sociological and urban studies: new tools for degrowth research**